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Members present were: Stu Levitan, Chair; Christina Slattery, Jason Fowler, David McLean, Marsha Rummel,
and Michael Rosenblum. Erica Fox Gehrig, Vice Chair, was excused.
SUMMARY:
Staff explained that the proposed project is requesting a General Development Plan (GDP) level review and that
the Landmarks Commission usually provides Specific Implementation Plan (SIP) level review for Certificates
of Appropriateness. In addition, this project crosses the property line onto a landmark site which causes some
landmark-related issues. Because this project will need to return to the Landmarks Commission at the SIP
level, staff suggests that the Commission assume the project would be held to the property line and provide
advisory recommendations to the Plan Commission that the proposed development has an appropriate adjacent
relationship to the landmark sites at this time which will allow the proposal to move forward at the GDP level.
Brad Binkowski, registering in support and wishing to speak. Brad Binkowski described the Anchor Bank
redevelopment and addition project related to the existing building and the expanded vision of the Anchor Bank
building and parking garage. He explained that the parking garage has reached the end of its useful life and
instead of continuing to spend money on maintenance, Urban Land Interests (ULI) would like to submerge the
parking garage and create a mixed use project on the block adjacent to two landmark buildings.
David Jennerjahn, registering in support and available to answer questions. Jennerjahn described the design of
the proposed building and its relationship to the landmark buildings and the urban core. The building massing
is an L shape in the upper stories in plan with a lower element that relates to the massing and materials of the
landmark buildings on the Hamilton Street elevation with the taller massing on the Doty Street elevation.
Brad Binkowski described the alley spaces on each side of the landmark buildings and that the proposed
building would accommodate the needed back of house and egress issues. Binkowski also explained that the
corner windows on each landmark building remain visible and that the neighboring property owners are
supportive of the project.
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There was general discussion about ways to deal with the property line issue and the appropriate Jackman
Building treatment possibilities.
Binkowski explained that the better project would touch the Jackman Building and incorporate egress and back
of house issues in the proposed development. He explained that in developing the project for SIP level review
the property line issue will be remedied. The Landmarks Commission agreed that removing the alley at the
Jackman Building and allowing the new development to touch the Jackman Building would be preferred. There
was general discussion that until the property line issue and the design are more detailed, the Commission will
review the development as being held at the property line for adjacency review.
Brad Binkowski showed the Commission a revised floor plan that held the proposed development to the
property line so that the Landmarks Commission could review the adjacency issues at this time and approve this
GDP level review.
Mark Binkowski, registering in support and available to answer questions.

ACTION:
A motion was made by Rosenblum, seconded by Slattery, to advise the Plan Commission that the Landmarks
Commission finds that the development is not so large and visually intrusive as to adversely affect the historic
character and integrity of the adjacent landmark buildings. The motion passed by voice vote/other.
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